Institutional Ranking
Statistical Inference for Ranks
of Health Care Facilities

We often need to evaluate performance of institutions,
which “inevitably” lead to “institutional ranking”
(Goldstein and Spiegelhalter, ‘96)
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health care facilities, schools, financial institutions, etc.

There is an emphasis for ‘‘interval estimation’’ to
display uncertainty associated with rankings (GS, ’96,
among others)
Two approaches are recommended for deriving
confidence intervals of ranks (GS, ‘96)
Frequentist bootstrap sampling method
Bayesian computational method
-- Many publications (thousands) have used these approaches!
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VHA Study


An observational study on diabetes patients in Veteran
Health Administration (VHA) facilities




Interested to rank k institutions through a specific
characteristic described by parameters
.
 Population rank of the ith institution is

Study population






Objective is to evaluate the quality of care for diabetes
patients in VA hospitals across the US

Population and Sample ranks

Veterans who used the VHA facilities in Fiscal Year 1999 or
2000 and in at least 1 year received a diabetes medication,
plus other inclusive/exclusive criteria
This identified 250,317 patients in 79 VHA facilities.

Our goal in this talk is to construct confidence intervals
for the ranks of the facilities






is the 0–1 indicator

Sample rank is an estimator of the population rank

Based on ‘‘poor A1c control’’ rates (Pogach et al. 2005).

Bootstrap Confidence Intervals
Let

where
function.

be the sample rank from a bootstrap sample
Conventional bootstrap approaches
(Efron&Tibshirani,‘94).

I.

Centered bootstrap percentile intervals derived from

II.

Regular bootstrap percentile intervals directly derived
from the sample bootstrap distribution of


The intervals from Method II are also asymptotically
equivalent to a set of Bayesian credible intervals.

Note: These two methods are the same, if the bootstrap
distribution is symmetric; but they need not be the
same otherwise.

Problems


Potential problems:


Conventional bootstrap methods may not work!






Population rank is a discrete parameter (a “difficult
parameter” by Snijders (1996))

Bayesian credible intervals do not guarantee
frequentist coverage

Lack of theoretical results on rankings in
frequentist inference, except in a simple no
tie case
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Asymptotic result in no tie case
When

are all fixed and distinct.

Cover rate of 90% confidence intervals in 79 facilities
Conventional Bootstrap Method I

Conventional Bootstrap Method II

Log Odds of Poor A1c Control Rate

Implies: When there is no tie to the facility i, the
confidence intervals for Ri at any level always have
asymptotically 100% coverage probability as long as
the interval contains the estimator , regardless of
the methods used.
 This result of 100% coverage does not agree with
most practical settings!

Horizontal bars are
the point-wise 95%
confidence intervals.

 The facilities cannot be distinguished from their neighboring facilities!

Ties and Near Ties
Assume, w.l.g., we are interested in facility 1, and
suppose
 Tie set:


Problem in tie or near tie case


The sample rank is not even a consistent
estimator of the population rank :



Solution: Define smooth ranks by
replacing the discrete indicator
function
with a smooth function Gn(t) !

Near tie case:


Near tie definition:



Near tie set:

(Xie, Singh and Zhang, 2009)
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Smooth Rank Definition


Define smooth population and sample ranks:

Summary of Theoretical
Results (I)
No tie (distinct parameters) or ties case, but not
near ties case
 Population rank:
at an exponential rate.



where

with
for some
.
Remark: these smooth ranks are closely related to the
Bayesian ranks defined by Laird and Louis (‘89), as well
as the p-values for the tests

Summary of Theoretical
Results (II)
Near ties case (in presence of near ties)
 Population rank:








.

Four types of rank confidence intervals are constructed
1) Conventional bootstrap confidence intervals I
2) Conventional bootstrap confidence intervals II (asymptotic
Bayesian credible intervals)
3) Confidence intervals derived from smooth ranks
4) Conservative confidence intervals derived from smooth
ranks



is asymptotically normally distributed
Bootstrap interval based on
provides a
consistent coverage probability for
. This
interval can be modified to get a conservative
confidence interval for .

at the rate
is asymptotically normally distributed
Bootstrap interval based on
provides a
consistent coverage probability for and

Numerical Example: VHA Study

Sample rank:


Sample rank:


but the difference is bounded.









The tuning parameter in the smooth rank method is
tuned using the trade-off between the coverage
probability rates and the interval lengths (or the
differences between the smooth and conventional
ranks)

Simulation Studies
A. Near tie case:
Assume the parameter values listed in Table 1 are their “true”
values, and simulation 1000 “observed” data sets using the
sample sizes listed in Table 1. Based on these 1000 “observed”
data sets, we construct 1000 confidence intervals and see how
many of them cover their corresponding “true” ranks.
B. No tie case:
Same as in A, except that we increase the sample size in each
facility 20,000 times.
C. True tie (but no near tie) case:
Same as in B, except that we group the 79 facilities into one
group of 9 facilities and seven groups of 10 facilities. In each of
group, we use their median value their “true” parameter value.
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γ: significance level
ci: coverage probability

Near tie case

Tie case (no near ties)

No tie case

Conclusions and Discussions







Unlike the conventional ranks which are intrinsically
discrete and difficult to make inference, the proposed
smooth ranks have nice properties and do no have the
same technical problem.
The simulation of increasing sample sizes 20,000 times
to create no tie case also re-enforces our belief that the
tie and near tie assumption may be appropriate for the
data in Table 1 and also many other data in practice.
The development has been extended to risk adjustment
models
The technique of replacing a discrete indicate function
by a smooth function may have other applications.
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